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Glance by Mirametrix is
an innovative application
that will help any user
increase the level of
privacy/security while
working on a PC. It also
helps users become more
productive by using its
Visualizer core. This...
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HomeGlance by
Mirametrix $ 7 4 Free
20.0 Dec 4, 2014 This
application may be used
only with the Mirametrix
Privacy Guard. The
portability of apps can be
seen as a good thing
because a user could do
his/her work with ease on
his/her device of choice.
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However, developers need
to make sure the app runs
without problems on any
given platform. This is
why their developers
make apps with lower
hardware requirements.
Today, we take a look at
an app that can work on
any operating system and
any hardware, with very
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few issues. We will call it
a universal app because it
is able to function without
a problem on a given
platform, no matter the
number of tasks you use it
for. This cross-platform
app is HomeGlance by
Mirametrix. It comes with
a clean and very user-
friendly interface, with
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some pretty cool features.
This productivity suite is
for people who want to
keep their homes in order
without getting
overwhelmed by the many
chores that can come with
such an undertaking. The
interface is extremely
easy to use. It takes some
time to get accustomed to
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but once you've mastered
it, you'll wonder how you
ever got by without such a
tool. HomeGlance by
Mirametrix has a number
of different tools, each
assigned to a specific task.
The WorkBar is one of
them. The WorkBar will
tell you about the weather
in your area, the traffic on
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the roads leading to your
home, and a whole lot
more. It has a built-in
calendar and alarm and
can also be used as a
stopwatch. The Viewer
will tell you if any of your
loved ones or family
members are near your
house, and lets you check
on the current
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temperature at your home.
All of this information
can be seen through a very
easy-to-use interface. The
cool thing about the app is
that you can set up a
number of alerts to let you
know when something
dangerous is happening at
home, and the Viewer is a
useful tool to do just that.
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KEYMACRO is a real-
time keyboard macro
recorder. It allows the
user to record keyboard
macros and replay them,
anytime, anywhere,
without needing to
recompile the program.
KEYMACRO is a real-
time keyboard macro
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recorder that allows you
to record and replay
macros without
recompiling the program.
It features a transparent
interface, allowing you to
configure the options, get
a quick tutorial and go
through the basic features.
KEYMACRO is a
completely configurable
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macro recorder. Although
it is targeted for Linux, it
can also be run under
Windows by using wine.
The latest version comes
with many new features
including: * Copy & Paste
between windows * Copy
/ Cut / Paste of any file
type * Create new macros
* Capturing and pasting
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the mouse movement *
Easy UI configuration
KEYMACRO is a very
simple application that
does one thing and does it
very well. However, it's a
great tool for recording
keyboard macros, which
might be useful for people
who are keyboard only
and don't want to look at
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the screen every time they
want to type something.
Features: - Real-time
recording and playback of
macros - Easy
configurable UI -
Completely transparent
interface - Option to open
the code in a split pane
editor (with automatic
compilation) - Option to
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display a progress bar -
Option to run a command
on the macro - Option to
copy the whole menu tree
- Option to store the
current macro on the
clipboard - Option to
disable of the whole
application at any time -
Option to run the current
macro on a remote
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machine - Option to pass
the current keyboard
input to a remote machine
(Linux only) - Option to
save the currently selected
command to the clipboard
- Option to save the
currently selected
clipboard command to the
clipboard - Option to run
the macro using a shell
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command (Windows only)
- Option to set a shortcut
to run the command -
Option to split the current
window to 2 windows -
Option to split the current
window to 1 window -
Option to run a command
on the clipboard - Option
to quit the application -
Option to write and edit
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the GUI settings in a
simple text file - Option
to show the macro code as
HTML or RTF (with
syntax highlighting) -
Option to show the
currently selected menu as
tree - Option to select the
first command to run in
the macro - Option to
specify the number of
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spaces between
commands in the macro -
Option to disable the
separ 1d6a3396d6
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Aiseesoft iPhone to iPad
Transfer is an efficient
iPhone Data Recovery
software for you. With
this tool, you can recover
all lost or deleted data
from iPhone without
limitation, including
music, video, photos,
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audio, contacts, message,
Notes, videos, etc. More...
Note. The following guide
is for Mac users only. For
PC users, please see this
guide for Windows 10.
You may need to use Disk
Warrior for Mac to
backup iPhone SD card
after upgrade to iOS 10.
Mac users, according to
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Apple, some iPhone
models were not
supported by iTunes, you
cannot transfer your
iPhone's music, video and
photos to computer
through iTunes and get
the lost data, all data in
your iPhone has been
overwritten when you
upgrade iOS 10 on
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iPhone, and you can not
restore the iPhone. If you
have lost your data in the
iPhone, you can use
iPhone Data Recovery to
restore your data from
iPhone. In addition, you
can use iPhone Backup
Extractor for Mac to
recover deleted files from
iPhone, including music,
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video, photos, contacts,
SMS, call log, notes, and
more. iPhone Data
Recovery is a
comprehensive tool for
you to recover lost data
from iPhone, iPad, iPod
Touch, including contacts,
calendar, SMS, call log,
notes, camera roll, movie,
voice memo, gallery,
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book, podcast, safari
bookmarks, WhatsApp
chat, and more. Step 1.
Connect iPhone to Mac
Connect your iPhone to
your Mac via USB cable
to transfer data, or
connect iPhone to the
Mac via the original cable
you used to connect it to
iTunes. Step 2. Scan
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iPhone and iCloud
Backup Click Recover
button to scan the iPhone.
Step 3. Recover iPhone
Music, Video, Photo,
Contacts, Calendars and
Others Click Recover
button, and then click
Music folder, Video
folder, Photo folder,
Contacts folder,
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Calendars folder, etc to
scan and recover the lost
data. Note: All the other
files and folders will be
listed in your Mac
Explorer automatically,
select one to check if
there are any lost data.
More tips: If you lost
iPhone data and can't
recover them with Disk
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Warrior for Mac, you can
recover deleted data from
iPhone by using iPhone
Data Recovery. When you
delete a file in iPhone, it
will be replaced by a
blank white sheet. After
you click Recover button,
you can recover all lost
data from the blank sheet.
When you delete contacts,
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it will be replaced by a
blank sheet.

What's New in the?

Glance is an application
with quite an interesting
interface. The user is first
led through a clean and
easy-to-use interface. He
or she is provided with all
sorts of information in a
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calm, structured way. The
glazers are then given a
number of functions to
perform, which is quite
convenient. Thus, the user
is freed from any sort of
monotony. Being a
programmer myself, I had
to first make sure that all
the ideas that went into
the application were solid.
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Everything was tested
before the official release.
Main features: - eye
detection: Glance can
detect if the user is either
looking down at his
computer, or even right at
it. - windows snap: The
user can easily move a
window to the other
monitor - privacy guard:
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Glance analyzes what the
user is doing and warns
him if his privacy is being
invaded - alert: Glance
can alert the user to take a
break from work - step
alert: Glance can alert the
user to step away from his
computer for a break -
20:20:20 rule: The user
can work for 20 minutes
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without a break, the
warning is issued after 20
minutes have passed. -
smart pointer: Glance can
easily detect where the
mouse cursor is so the
user can move it between
monitors - open : Glance
checks if the window is
open to ensure that the
user can only be distracted
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by looking into the open
window - data protection:
Glance can protect the
user from prying eyes -
presence: Glance can
detect if there is extra
presence in the
background - check anti-
virus: Glance can check if
there is any malicious
program running on the
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user's computer Glance
does have quite a few
functions. These will
become better as the
Visualizer progresses.
What's good: - all the
screens are well organized
- each function has an
easy to remember name -
the interface is quite easy
to navigate What's bad: -
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no real tutorials
Recommendation: This is
a very good application.
Anyone with eyes can
easily use this. Glance
works in a way that is
very similar to other
applications. It monitors
the user's actions and
warns them when they're
not as productive as they
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are. Glance works through
the integration of
Windows and the
Visualizer core. The core
has a number of
characteristics that make
this application worth a
look. The program
constantly monitors the
user and offers him help
and guidance. This is a
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very useful application.
Anyone with eyes can
easily use this. Key
features: - eye detection -
Windows snap - privacy
guard - alert - alert after
20 minutes - smart pointer
- step alert What's good: -
all the screens are well
organized - each function
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System Requirements:

*Windows 7, Windows 8,
or Windows 10 *1.25
GHz CPU (minimum 2
cores) *2 GB of RAM
(minimum 4 GB) *1.4 GB
of available HDD space
(minimum 4 GB)
*NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1070 (or AMD
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equivalent) *12 GB RAM
(optional) *Dual-card SLI
setup (recommended) *1
GB VRAM *DirectX 11
(minimum supported)
*64-bit Operating System
*1080p @ 60fps
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